Empowering and Motivating You to Succeed!

Chad Coe’s Profile
Travels from: Chicago, IL, US

Author, Speaker, Auctioneer, Business Coach
Are you looking for a speaker who can unlock the secrets to
unlimited confidence, phenomenal happiness, and higher
levels of self-worth? Chad Coe is a motivational speaker who
connects with people from all walks of life, and his
presentations inspire individuals to embrace tools of success
and apply these strategies in their own lives. His unique ability
helps people to align with their goals in a peer-to-peer setting,
challenge each other, and create their own success. Many
people have achieved amazing results from these strategies,
which has earned Chad the moniker of "The Mastermind."
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When it comes to strong, decisive, and empathic leadership,
nobody lives, it, teaches it, and develops it like Chad. His
passion and enthusiasm make it possible for him to lead
people to higher levels of success in their own lives.
In his book, "The Power of Peopletizing: Networking your
Way to an Abundant Life," Chad writes about overcoming
obstacles, asserting oneself positively in the world, and giving
back. These themes, which have defined him along his own
journey and helped him build a highly profitable financial
services enterprise, form an important cornerstone of his
leadership keynote. Through his Strategic Mastermind
Groups, Chad continues to set the example, encouraging
others to embrace adversity, assume accountability, and grow.
Chad's generosity seems to know no limit. As founder and
president of Special Kids Network, a fundraising arm for
several charitable organizations that assist children with
special needs, Chad sees the bigger picture of life. He
contributes value to physically challenged children by creating
opportunities through which they can find enjoyment and feel
part of a loving and caring community.

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:

Specialties: Leadership; Business Growth;
Careers; Motivation; Goal Setting;
Empowerment; Fund Raising.
Target Audience: Corporations; National and
International Organizations; Non-Profits;
Conferences.

Topics Include:
The Confident Leader :
Lead your way to an abundant Life
Unique skills and methods need to be applied if a
person wants to be an effective leader, and Chad
Coe can motivate your audience to utilize these
principles in their own lives. The combination of
strength, love, and compassion is the magic
formula to becoming a better leader, and Chad
teaches people how to master these principles
through his presentation.
Please Call for Fees
Testimonial:
“Chad recently spoke at one of our events on
leadership and personal development. This topic
was a test for our market, as we traditionally
produce more technology related topics. The
feedback was outstanding. Not only did Chad
deliver an outstanding presentation, many
members of our audience told me that they
experienced personal growth and followed up
with Chad to invite them to talk to their
organizations. If you have the opportunity to use
Chad at your next conference or event, do so!”
A.J., CEO
Technology Executive Club
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